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GRAVITY® UN-PAIRING STATION 

When using the Gravity® Un-Pairing Station, be sure the key unit flashes prior to placement in the 
station, else the un-pairing will fail (belt and key units will alarm as soon as they get out of range of 
each other). The operation of the un-pairing station is best illustrated by this table: 

 

To Store Key Unit in a key cabinet: 

1. Remove Key Unit from Belt Unit. 
2. After the Key Unit flashes, place it in the un-

pairing station. 
3. The Key and Belt Units will then each beep 3x 

indicating that the Units are un-paired and ready 
for storage. 

4. The Belt Unit is turned off and ready to receive 
any previously stored (un-paired) Key unit. 

5. The Key Unit enters a low-power storage mode. 
Upon removal, the user has 10 seconds to dock 
the Key Unit else its alarm will sound. Upon 
successful docking, Gravity® will beep two times. 

6. A Key Unit that alarms because it was not docked 
will reset itself after 10 seconds of alarming. 

 

The un-pairing function takes about 3 seconds. At shift end, the worker un-docks the Key Unit, waits 
one second for the Key Unit to flash, places the Key Unit into the station, listens for the un-pairing 
signal (Key beeps 3x followed by the Belt beeping 3x) and then returns the master keys to the 
appropriate slot in the cabinet (within 10 seconds, else Key Unit will alarm). Any stored Key Unit 
coming out of the cabinet can be docked with any un-paired Belt Unit; this happens automatically by 
docking the Key Unit to the Belt Unit (no need to enter the un-pairing station a second time). Upon 
successful pairing, Gravity® will beep 2x. 

Another important consideration is to un-pair one Gravity® unit at a time. If multiple Key and Belt units 
are separated at the same time as un-pairing is taking place, confusion between units can happen. 

In its storage mode, the Key Unit counts seconds of motion. 7 seconds of movement followed by 3 
seconds of stillness then requires an additional 6 seconds of continuous movement to alarm (7-
3+6=10). The Key Unit then resets itself after 10 seconds of alarming. And while it is alarming, the Key 
Unit can be docked (and paired) to a Belt Unit; no need to wait for the alarming to end. This feature 
keeps the Gravity® system intact, as the 10 second alarm reminds the user to dock the stored Key Unit 
to an un-paired Belt Unit. 

Un-paired Belt Units can stay with the employee or can be stored near the key cabinet. Gravity® Belt 
and Key Units can be purchased separately, allowing you to match up your needs accordingly. 


